
SEMINORMAL OPERATORS WITH
COMPACT SELF-COMMUTATORS

KEVIN CLANCEY

Abstract. Putnam's inequality tt||r*T—rr*|| ámeas2(sp(r))

is verified for seminormal operators T when T*T— TT* is compact.

The spectrum of the seminormal singular integral operator defined

for/ez.2(0,l) by

T,n       .,.,. (4>{s)   f » /(<)»«) , A _ r.  ,-,Tf(s) = sf(s) + i ( —-- dt ),       s 6 [0, 1J,

where <£ is any fixed essentially bounded measurable function on

[0,1 ], is computed.

1. An operator iona Hubert space 3C is called seminormal in case

its selfadjoint self-commutator D—A*A—AA* is positive semi-

definite (P^O) or negative semidefinite (P^O). When P^O the

operator A is said to be hyponormal. Putnam [7] has conjectured

that if A is seminormal then

(1) 7r||P|| :£ meas2(sp(^4))

where meas2 denotes Lebesgue planar measure and sp(^4) denotes the

spectrum of A. After this paper had been submitted for publication

Putnam [ó] discovered a proof of his remarkable inequality (1) for

the general seminormal operator A. In §4 we will establish (1) in the

case where D is compact. We will also determine the spectrum of the

seminormal singular integral operator defined on L2(0, 1) by

(2) Tf(s) = sf(s) + i[^i-\     -^^ dt)    a.e. , G [0, l],
\ m   J o     s — I     /

where/GP2(0, 1) and <j> is an Lw(0, 1) function. The singular inte-

gral in (2) is to be considered as a Cauchy principal value. The

operator T is hyponormal, indeed if ( , ) is the inner product in

L2(0, l)thenfor/GP2(0, 1)

(3) (T*T - TT*)f = - (/, <t>)<¡>.

We introduce for 0 ^x 5¡ 1 the notations
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Mx = ess lim sup[+ | <f>(t) \ J

(4)

= lim ess sup   ± | <*>(0f:*£   x-, x -\-n [0, l]
*->»       L L w rej

In §3 we will prove

Theorem 1. If T is the operator defined by (2) then

sp(D = (x + iy.O á * £ hic £ y = Mt\.

In [7] Putnam obtains Theorem 1 in the case where <p is Riemann

integrable. Theorem 1 will yield (1) for all operators of the form (2).

As is shown by an example in §3 the inequality may be strict. The

essential spectrum of operators of the form (2) when <p is smooth has

been studied by Schwartz [9].

2. For an operator B on 3C and complex number z = x-\-iy we will

write Bz = B—zI and BZ=B*—Si. If B—H-\-iJ is the cartesian

decomposition of B where H and / are selfadjoint then Bz = Hx+iJy.

The fine structure of the spectrum of an operator B will be needed ; we

will denote the compression spectrum of B by 2(5) = {z:B*x = 0,

x£3C, x^OJ, the approximate point spectrum byir(B) = {z:Btxn-+0,

x„£3C, ||x„|| =1}, and the point spectrum of B by t0(B) = {z:Bzx = 0,

x£3C, x^0|. Then clearly sp(B) =2(B)VJtr(B) and 2(5)= {z:z

E~ito(B*)}. Moreover, it is well known that 2(B)\ir(B) is open (see,

e.g. Halmos [3, p. 39]). In case H is selfadjoint we will write for ß a

Borel set E(ß) as the spectral projector of H associated with ß. If

A =H-\-iJ is seminormal on 3C then Aß = E(ß)AE(ß) is seminormal on

Xß = E(ß)3C. It will be more convenient to write Aß=ßAß when there

is only one spectral measure involved.

The following theorem is proved in Putnam [4, p. 46] :

Theorem 2. Let A =H+iJ be seminormal then prx(sp(^4)) =sp(77)

and pr„(sp(/l)) =sp(J). (pr* and pr„ denote the projections on the x and

y axes respectively.)

We will also use the following lemma of Putnam [7] :

Lemma 1. Let A=H-\-iJ be hyponormal and A=[a, b], then x

-\-iyEir(A) for x£(a, b) if and onlyif x-\-iyE^(A^).

A selfadjoint operator H with spectral measure E(ß) for ß a Borel

set is said to be absolutely continuous in case the measure px(ß)

= \\E(ß)x\\2 is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue mea-

sure for each x£3C.
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We now prove the following lemma inspired by Lemma 4 of Put-

nam [7].

Lemma 2. Let A =H+iJ be hyponormal with compact self-com-

mutator and H absolutely continuous. If A=[a, b] and z = x+iyE

Z(AA)\ir(Aii)forxE(a,b) thenzE^(A)\ir(A).

Proof. Set c = inf [j'.2G2([j, b]A [s, b]), s¿a]. Clearly cfia, if now

c is finite we will first show zGS([c, b]A [c, b]) so that the inf is a min.

Select s„ decreasing to c with sn^a and s£S([i„, b]A [sn, b]). Then

there are x„ G 3C [*„,»] with \\xn\\ = 1 and

(5) [sn, b]A*[sn, b]xn = [sn, b]A*xn = 0.

Select from the x„G3C a weakly convergent subsequence xn-^->q. Now

(6) || [sn, b]Az[sn, b]xn\\2 = (Dxn, xn)

so that if g = 0 then DxH—»0 and then [s„, ¿>]^4z[s„, b]x„ would go to

zero. We note that since (5) holds then i[sn,b]Jy[sJt, b]xn=Hxxnand so

[sn, b]A,[sn, b]x„ = 2HxxH and therefore Hxx„ also goes to zero. It

follows that [sn, a]xn—»0, indeed

||PÄ||2=f       (t - x)2d\\Etxn\\2 +  f      (t - x)2d\\Etxn\\2
(') J  [»„,«] J  ta.»I

è I a— íc|2||[ín, a]x„||2.

But then it follows that [a, b]A¡[a, b]xn—>0 for

||[j„, b]A r5n, b]x„\\ à \\[a, b]Az[s„, b]xn\\

^ || [a, b]Az[a, b]xn\\ — || [a, b]Az[sn, a]x»\\

where [sn, b]Az[sn, b]xn—»0 and [sn, a]xn—»0. Since lim sup]| [a, b]x„\\

>0 and zG""(^4a) then q cannot be zero. Clearly qE^UM and

since the operator H is absolutely continuous then [s„, è]^4z[s„, b]p

—>[c, b]A;[c, b]piorpEK. If now pE3C[e, »] then

(9)   0=([sn,b]A*[sn,b]xn,p) = (xn, [sn,b]A,[sn,b]p)-*(q, [c,b]Az[c,b]p).

Consequently [c, b]Az [c, b]q = 0 so z£2([c, b]A [c, b\). On the other

hand if c is finite we may choose sn increasing to c with z(£

sp([s„, b]A [sn, b]), certainly for sn<c we have z(£2(\sn, b]A [s„, b])

and by Lemma 1 z^ir([s„, b]A [sn, b]). Choose a>0 so that the circle

centered at z of radius a is contained in the complement of sp(.¡4)

(if no such a exists then zE2(A)\ir(A) and we are done) and in the

strip (a, b)X(— », + »). Since S(P)\ir(P) is open for any operator B

and sn<c then the interior of this circle is contained in the comple-
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ment of sp([s„, b]A [sn, b]) for all re. Now for ¿>£3C[,„, m there results

(10) \\[s.,b]A*[sn,b]p\\ = \\[sn,b]A*p\\ à a\\p\\.

This follows since the resolvent 77 * of a hyponormal operator T is

bounded in norm by dist_1(z, sp(7")) where dist denotes distance. See,

e.g. Stampfli [ll]. Then for ££3C[C, ¡,] we have

di) I|[í-,í]^.*#II>«IWI
and since [sn, b]A*p-^[c, b]A*p it follows that z£2([c, b]A[c, b]).

The conclusion is that c= — °°, but then if m = min sp(ií) we have

z£2([w, b]A [m, b]). Similarity set

c' = sup[s: z£2([rez, 5]^4[w, s]), s<m]

as above one concludes that c'= + oo. Then if ikf = max sp(77) it

follows that z£2([reî, M]A[m, M\)=~2,(A) and this completes the

proof.

A hyponormal operator A on 3C is said to have the normal reducing

subspace 9TC in case 3TC reduces A and the restriction of A to 9TC is a

normal operator. The following result is due to Stampfli [lO] (see,

also Clancey [l], Putnam [5],Yoshino [12]).

Theorem 3. Let A be hyponormal and z0£sp(^4). Assume that in

some neighborhood N of z0, sp(A)i\N is contained in a Jordan arc.

Then A =Ai®A2 with A\ normal and sp(^4i) = closure [sp(j4)r"\iV].

Lemma 3. Let A =H+iJ with H absolutely continuous. Then for no

zo£sp(^4) does there exist a neighborhood N of z0 with sp(A)f~\N con-

tained in a vertical segment.

Proof. If such a point z0 exists then by Theorem 3 there is a sub-

space 9TC of 3C reducing A on which A acts like a normal operator, and

the spectrum of the restriction ^4i of A to 311 is contained in a vertical

segment. Then the real part Hioî Ai would have an eigenvalue and so

would H contradicting the fact that H is absolutely continuous.

3. We turn now to a proof of Theorem 1.

Let T be given as in (2) with <££Z,°°(0, 1). The operator T has the

cartesian decomposition H-{-iJ where

Hf(s) = */(*)    and   Jf(s) = ^--        tUZll ¿t>
(12) tí   J o     s — t

i£[0,l],/£Z,2(0,l).
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If now ß is any Borel set then Rosenblum [8] (see also Putnam

[4, p. 135]) has shown that sp(Jß)=[Mß, Mß] where M| =

±esssup[|<K¿)|2:íG0].

In case z = x+iyE {s+it:Q<s< 1, M," <t<M+} it must be in

sp(P). Otherwise for some 5>0 the square [x — 5, x + ô]X[y — 5, y+ 8]

is a subset of the complement of sp(P). In this case consider T'

= [x —5/2, x-\-S/2]T[x — S/2, x + 5/2] then at least a part of one of

the segments {x+5/2 }X[y — 5/2, y+ 5/2] is contained in sp(P') or

else pr„(sp(P')) does not cover [Ml, Ml] where A = [x-5/2, x + 5/2]

contradicting Rosenblum's result. Since the real part of T' is ab-

solutely continuous this is impossible (by Lemma 3) unless some por-

tion of (x-b/2,x + h/2)X(y-b'/2,y + h/2) isinsp(P'). From Lemma

1 we conclude this portion of sp(P') must be in S(P')\t(P') which is

open. Consequently sG2(P') and since the commutator of T is

compact it follows from Lemma 2 that zE^(T). Putnam [7] has

shown that sp(P) is a subset of {s+it: O^s^l, M~ ^t^Mt] and

therefore the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.

Note that we do not determine the fine structure of sp(P).

As was remarked above this determination of sp(P) yields the

inequality (1) for all operators of the form (2) but as the following

example shows the inequality may be strict. Consider a set G in

[O, 1 ] of measure 1/2 with the property that G intersects every proper

open subinterval of (0, 1) and its complement in a set of positive mea-

sure. Put <f>= characteristic function of G, then Mf = + 1 for sE [0, 1 ].

Since

||P|| = (2/x)  f   \<b(t)\2dt= 1A,
" 0

then the inequality (1) is strict for this P.

4. We will begin with a technical result on compact sets in the

plane. Let K be a compact subset of the plane, we assume that K

is in the interior of some square I0XI0 where Io = [a, b] is a bounded

interval. Define for any real number x, Ix — {y".x-\-iyEK} and

m(x) = measi(P) where measi denotes one-dimensional Lebesgue

measure. For any interval A define T(A) =AX( — », + » ) and m(A) =

measi(pr U[T (A) r\K}).

Lemma 4. Let A„ be a sequence of intervals with A„2An+i, length of

An—->0 andxEAnfor all n, then m(An) decreases to m(x).

Proof. Let yEIo\Ix, y^a, y^b, then for some 5>0 the square

[* — 5, z + 5]X[y — 5, y+ 5] is contained in IqXIo\K. For n big enough
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so that A„C(x-5, x + 5) we have y^pTv(T(An)nlK). Define Gn

= {yEIo'.yÇ£prv(T(An)r\K)}. Clearly Gn increases and we have just

shown that Gn increases to IB\Iz. So m(An) =measi(/0) — measi(Gm)

decreases to measi(Ix) =tw(x). We will also use

Lemma 5. Let A =H-\-iJ be hyponormal with compact self-commu-

tator and H absolutely continuous. Let A = [a, b] be any closed interval,

then measi(sp(/A)) = measi(pr„(sp04A))) ^measi[prB(r(A)nsp(^4))].

Proof. The first equality follows from Theorem 2. The inequality

will certainly be established if we can show sp(^A)çr(A)r^sp(^4).

Now by Lemmas 1 and 2 wehaver((a,&))nsp(^4A)Cr((a,ô))r>\sp(^4).

Suppose now that a+iyEsp(A¿), then there must be a sequence

zn=xn-\-iyn—>a+iy with x„£(a, b) and ZnEsp(A&) or else in some

neighborhood of a+iy, sp(^4a) would be contained in a vertical

segment contradicting Lemma 3. But z„£sp(/l) by Lemma 1 or

Lemma 2 so that a+iyEsp(A). A similar argument works in case

b+iy is in sp(^4a) and this completes the proof. We can now prove

Theorem 4. Let T = H-\-iJ be hyponormal with compact self-

commutator and with H absolutely continuous. Then ir|| T*T— 7~T*||

i£meas2(sp(r)).

Proof. We mimic Putnam's proof of Theorem 3.5.1 of [4, p. 49].

Let A=(a, b], then equation (3.5.7) in Putnam [4, p. 49] yields for

x£3C

(13) (vyi2\\D1i2E(A)x\\ g [|A| measi(sp(/A))]1/2||£(A)x||.

Define Q(A) = measi(pr¡,(r(A)P\sp(r))), then Lemma 5 yields

measi(sp(/A)) ^Q(A') where A' = [a,b]. Therefore we have

(14) (iryi2\\D^2E(A)x\\ á [| A| «3(A')]1/2||£(A)x||.

If now (c, d]Z)sp(H) and P:c = Co<Ci< . . . <c?f = d is a partition of

(c, d] into A* = (c*_i, ck], k = 1, . . . , N, then

(15) (tt)1'2!!/;1/2*!! g \ ¿2 ¡At
K k=\

Now define F(x) = Q(A't) on Ak so that

(16) *(Dx,x) Ú i(  F(x)dx\\\x\\2.

Select now a sequence of partitions P„ with PB+i a refinement of Pn

and so that the norm of P„ goes to zero. If Fn(x) corresponds to Pn as

F(x) did to P then Fn(x) decreases to m(x) [for K=sp(T)] a.e. (the

Q(A»
112
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a.e. takes care of the endpoints of P„). By the Lebesgue Monotone

Convergence Theorem it follows from (16) that

(17) t(Dx, x) á < j   m(x)dx\\\x\\2 - meas2(sp(r))||x||2.

The following theorem due to Putnam [4, p. 42] shows that absolute

continuity of Pi"can be attained.

Theorem 5. Let T = H-\-iJ be seminormal on the Hubert space 3C.

Let 9TC = 91Zr denote the smallest subspace of 3C containing the range of D

and invariant under both T and T*, then the restriction of T to 3TC has

absolutely continuous real part, moreover, T on the orthogonal comple-

ment of 2(11 is normal.

Then Theorems 4 and 5 combine to give

Theorem 6. Let T = H-\-iJ be seminormal with compact self-

commutator, thenw\\ T*T— TT*\\ i£meas2(sp(P)).

Obviously it follows from Theorem 6 that if T is seminormal with

compact self-commutator and meas2(sp(P)) =0 then P is normal.

There exists examples of seminormal operators with compact self-

commutators whose spectra have holes. Let {g¿}¡t°!_„ be an ortho-

normal basis for 3C and set Tgi = aigi+i, i = 0, +1,  ±2, • • -, where

0  < m =   lim   I <Zj I   ^ ■ • • ^  | üí |   ^   | ai+i \
t-t- »

^ • • • ̂  lim  | a,-1   = M < ».

Then T is hyponormal indeed if D = T*T—TT* then Dgi

= [|fl»+i|2— | <z,| 2]gi which is clearly compact. Also sp(P)={z:m

^|z| ¿M} and for z(£sp(T) the operator Pf1 is hyponormal with

compact self-commutator. It follows that (1) holds for the operators

Pf1. Compare with the result in Clancey [l].
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